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The Yorkshire Retriever Field Trial Society’s held a 24 Dog  2 Day Open trial at 
Bolton Abbey on 13th & 14th August 2018 

by kind permission of the Duke & Duchess of Devonshire. 
 

The Society was delighted to make a return visit to Bolton Abbey Estate by invitation of the Duke and 
Duchess of Devonshire, particularly so given he dire predictions for the grouse season.  Indeed the 
estate called a halt to their shooting program after the first week of the season. 
 
We met on a warm and muggy day with the prospect of some much needed rain at some point over the 
two days, and at once the competitors knew what moorland retrieving was all about with some tough 
ground and sections of deep heather which showed the hard working dogs to full advantage. 
 
As usual the Bolton keepers shot exceptionally well, and with the Duke and Duchess also in the shooting 
line, we had a shot to kill ratio that most shoots can only dream of! 
 
Our judges for the event, Heather Bradley, Tom West, Sean McGrath & Steve Cullis, gave every dog a 
chance to shine and by the end of the first day we had seven competitors to take through to the second 
day.  These were:- 
Kirsty Cousins, Tony O’Hare, Brian Chesser, Ronnie Laughton, Jo Rolinson, Laura Hill & William L Steel. 
 
During a day of fluctuating fortunes we lost Tony, Brian & Ronnie and Billy Steel incurred the Judges’ 
displeasure right at the end of the Trial. 
 
The final results were as follows:- 
Winner (1st) & Guns Choice - Kirsty Cousins with Dunjailin Nickel and Dimes of Westerkames. 
2nd & Best Hunting Dog - Jo Rollinson with Troddenmills Bail Me Out. 
3rd - Laura Hill with Stauntonvale Fastnet. 
 
All our winners receive a bottle of Bon Coeur Champagne and Skinners dog food, and the Society were 

also happy to give our hosts a magnum of excellent claret as a small token of our appreciation.  

Christopher Bourne-Arton (Chairman). 

 

 
 

 


